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Small States And Alliances Author
A few days ago, an international news magazine launched its May 1 edition with a cover of a radar image of Taiwan and the headline, “The Most Dangerous Place on Earth.” Certainly dramatic, perhaps ...
Words of war: Taiwan, China, and the United States
All the while, the Western Allies ... United States, for its part, supplied nearly 1,400 M3 Lee tanks and more than 4,000 M4 Shermans. While a substantial amount, these numbers were small in ...
The Secret Way the Allies Won World War II
Back in 2002 it was reasonable to hope that our invasion there to topple Osama bin Laden and his Taliban allies could be extended ... phone to call Secretary of State Colin Powell, via the State ...
What Joe Biden and I Saw After the U.S. Invaded Afghanistan
Trump and his allies foresaw a ticking ... matters,” said Charlie Sykes, author of How the Right Lost Its Mind. “Haven’t they sort of established a small universe where nothing matters?
The scandal that wasn’t: Republicans deflated as nation shrugs at Hunter Biden revelations
One of the biggest is: what is the optimal blend of markets and the state in the economy ... Similarly, this book and the Democratic Alliance, which the author once led and is still associated ...
Former opposition leader Tony Leon pushes South Africa’s hot buttons in new book
A serious author with a first-class intellect, he is dependent on the counsel of a handful, unwilling to even watch television news, those who know him say, and losing allies fast. That spells ...
Afghan President in ‘Desperate Situation’ as His Power Is Undermined
Finally, the author overlays the likely Japanese security future on the alliance and concludes that changes in the basic relationship between the United States ... to be made in small, but ...
Paths Diverging? The Next Decade in the U.S.-Japan Security Alliance
For, example, I am a second-generation Asian American, born and raised in the United States. Despite that fact ... that microaggressions are harmless, small, trivial and insignificant.
Microaggressions: Death by a Thousand Cuts
It’s no small question. The United States plays an oversized role defending Japan and other allies against threats ... Richard Solomon is an author, publisher and spokesman on contemporary ...
Japan Must Do More to Support the US-Japan Alliance
The majority of the alliance’s members advocate the establishment of a civil state, after political Islam took power ... to disperse its votes,” Salem stressed. Journalist and author Muntather Nasser, ...
Iraqi liberals losing ground to Islamists
Meanwhile, the small ... author the California legislation. “Nobody saw Virginia coming. That was very much an industry-led effort by Microsoft and Amazon. At some point, if multiple states ...
Big Tech is pushing states to pass privacy laws, and yes, you should be suspicious
The Civil Rights Act of 1866 affirmed for the first time that people of African descent who were born in the United States were American ... in early 1837, a small group of Black men met in ...
Lessons from the civil rights struggle that began before the Civil War
and an author of the paper. "Our research shows that over time TNCs have intensified urban transport challenges and road congestion in the United States, mainly through the extended duration and ...
SMART study finds ridesharing intensifies urban road congestion
The Newton Cultural Alliance ... small ensembles this summer. The alliance plans to eventually hold theater and musical performances, as well as literary programs such as poetry readings and ...
Nathaniel Allen House undergoes transformation into a center for arts and culture in Newton
The alliance hosted a virtual conversation on April 6 on racial segregation with Lawrence T. Brown, a former Morgan State University associate professor and author of “The Black Butterfly ...
Inside a Baltimore neighborhood group’s successful effort to remove an enslaver’s statue
However, no comparable tensions exist between the United States and China. Beijing retains only a small strategic nuclear ... Parag Khanna, author of The Future is Asian, argues that, “convinced ...
To counter a rising China, the US must show its powers are not in decline
The alliance hosted a virtual conversation Tuesday night on racial segregation with Lawrence T. Brown, former Morgan State University associate professor and author of “The Black Butterfly ...
Inside a group’s push to remove a statue to an enslaver
Co-author Kenneth Swanson, PhD, is an instructor in Neurology at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. The study was supported by the National Institutes of Health, the Melanoma Research Alliance ...
Diabetes drug shows potential in fighting cancer
Researchers from Critical Analytics for Manufacturing Personalized-Medicine (CAMP), an interdisciplinary research group at the Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and ... signatures”, published ...
SMART researchers develop 15-minute immune-profiling assay
The alliance hosted a virtual conversation Tuesday night on racial segregation with Lawrence T. Brown, former Morgan State University associate professor and author of “The Black Butterfly ...
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